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 An Italian 50 year old right-handed man, JC, with 17 years of education affected by the 
consequences (obstruction hydrocephalus, surgically treated with a shunt, and brain stem 
vascular encephalopathy) of mega dolicho basilar artery anomaly, abruptly started to speak 
French even though his knowledge of the language was only cursory. He had no personal or 
family history of psychiatric disorders; he had always been an upright person, very 
conscientious in his job. He did not show sensory or motor deficits and no impairments of the 
cranial nerves. At onset he showed signs of depression which faded with time without therapy.  
He had superficially learned French at school, used it in his 20’s due to a fling with a French 
girl but he has not spoken it for about 30 years. In his professional life he used English as his 
second language. Before brain damage he never manifested a particular attachment to French 
culture or French cuisine. His accent is not due to dysarthria and he speaks polished and correct 
Italian; his mother tongue. However, he now states that French is his preferred language 
refusing to speak in Italian spontaneously. 
Similar cases have been reported in the popular press1and discussed as improbable cases of 
cryptomnesia (Flournoy, 1900) or xenoglossy (Richet, 1905). Hints can also be gleaned from 
the classics where they are  mentioned in passim as literary comments (Chaucer, ca 1387; 
Melville, 1891). However, none have been formally assessed in a clinical setting. 
JC’s French is maladroit and full of inaccuracies, yet he speaks it in a fast pace with exaggerated 
intonation using a movie-like prosody and posing as a typical caricature of a French man. His 
French vocabulary is reduced and he commits several grammatical errors but he does not speak 
grammelot or gibberish and never inserts Italian terms in his French sentences. He uses French 
to communicate with everybody who is prepared to listen; he speaks French with his 
bewildered Italian relatives, with his hospital inmates, with the consultants; he spoke French 
even in front of the befuddled Committee deciding on his pension scheme. He claims that he 
cannot but speak in French, he believes that he is thinking in French and he longs to watch 
French movies (which he never watched before), buys French food, reads French magazines 
and seldom French books, but he writes only in Italian. He shows no irritation if people do not 
understand him when he speaks in French.  
His score in the Italian version of the Boston Naming Test is 60/60, he performs verbal fluency 
tests in Italian well over the median of his matched control group, he is very fast and does not 
show problems in word retrieval. However, when assessed with Italian tests, he first attempts 
to answer in French even though he uses generic terms, like ‘vegetable’ for ‘asparagus’ (he 
does so also in spontaneous conversation); when asked again he responds correctly in Italian. 
He shows persistent episodic memory impairments (including forgetting of autobiographica l 
episodes from the last three years, whereas his autobiographical memory for the past is spared) 
but performs well and fast on a range of other cognitive tests including those assessing 
executive functions (see Table 1). He never reported hallucinations and delirium was never 
observed. However, he presents with some delusions of grandeur, sleep disturbances and has 
some compulsive behaviours: he buys unnecessarily large quantities of objects (e.g. needing 
two hangers he bought 70) and he makes tons of bread to his wife’s chagrin. He also shows 
unjustified euphoria (which he labels joie de vivre): for example in the morning he opens the 
windows and shouts bonjour stating that it is a wonderful day. He manifests signs of social 
disinhibition, for example proposing to organise a singing tour for his daughter’s teenage friend 
or offering French lessons to his neighbours. These symptoms are indicative of secondary 
mania (Santos, Caeiro, Ferro, & Figueira, 2011) and were drug-resistant. 
----- Insert Table 1 about here ----- 
He did not recover in over four years, his urge to speak French remains unchanged (although 
his gross caricatural attitude reduced slightly) as did his other compulsive behaviours, 
contained by means of a token economy rehabilitation programme. His relatives failed to 
convince him to stop and speak Italian instead as he always had; now they accept that he feels 
compelled to speak French and “act French”. 
JC’s compulsion to speak French cannot be framed as a foreign accent syndrome as he does 
not speak Italian with a French accent (and he is not dysarthric); he is not a polyglot aphasic, 
indeed he does not show language impairment in Italian. He seems coerced to speak French 
even if his knowledge of French is rather superficial. Perhaps, as early writers and modern 
popular press have handed down, previous, albeit shallow, knowledge of a foreign language, 
apparently long forgotten, can be switched on by a brain insult and speaking it becomes a 
compulsive behaviour. His compulsion is coupled with a series of other compulsive behaviours 
within a frame of normal executive performance on off-the-shelf tests. His compelling urge to 
speak and act French could be a rare addition to the clinical picture of chronic secondary mania 
following brain damage. 
 
Footnote 1 
1http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2938554/Chinese-teacher-wakes-speaking-English-no-
Chinese.html 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/englishman-wakes-up-speaking-welsh-after-
stroke-8431970.html 
http://thiswonderfulword.com/2014/09/18/xenoglossy/ 
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Table 1. Neuropsychological assessments of JC, at one month post onset and two  
and four years later. References for the tests (Italian version) are given in the Supplementary material. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Score below cut-off, considering JC’s age and education. 
  
Test (score range) Neuropsychological Assessment 
 1st 
(1m post onset) 
2nd 
(2y post onset) 
3rd 
(4y post onset) 
MMSE (0-30) 24* 28 29 
Raven Matrices (0-36) 29 33 33 
Verbal Judgements (0-60)  47 50 52 
F.A.B. (0-18) 12* 17 18 
Weigl test (0-15) 15 15 16 
Cognitive Estimations (42-0)  13 6 7 
Attentional Visual Search (0-50) 48 47 48 
Trail Making A (0-∞) 38 40 40 
Trail Making B (0-∞) 93 111 100 
Trail Making B-A (0-∞) 55 71 60 
Token Test (0-36) 34 36 36 
Phonological Fluency 32 33 35 
Semantic Fluency 36 31 32 
Rivermead-3 (0-100) 54* 61* 59* 
Corsi Span 5 5 5 
Digit Span 5 5 5 
Rey Complex Figure (copy) (0-36) 36 36 36 
Rey Complex Figure (delay) (0-36) 4* 5,5* 5,5* 
Rey Word List (immediate) (0-75) 22* 28* 26* 
Rey Word List (delay) (0-15) 4* 6* 4* 
Prose Memory (immediate) (0-8) 3.3* 3* 3.3* 
Prose Memory (delay) (0-8) 0* 0* 0* 
Object use (0-14) 14 14 14 
Intransitive Gesture Imitation (0-72) 72 72 72 
Reading sentences (0-14) 14 14 14 
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